
Target Wall
Portable, lightweight PVC frame is easy to 
assemble and very stable. Bright yellow nylon 
target face secures to frame and provides five 
shapes for hours of target practice. Each shape 
has a mesh bag attached to catch the missiles. 
Throw bean bags or lob shuttle balls with bats 
and racquets for accuracy and skill training, shape 
identification and loads of fun. Size: 1m x 1m.
33-125  ea $47.50

Numbered Mat
Made from heavy duty nylon. Easy to roll up. Ideal for throwing activities. Numbered 1-25. 
Each circle: 25cm diameter. Size: 212cm long x 153cm wide.
33-525   ea $49.00

Floor Target
Ideal alternative throwing activity. Made from heavy duty vinyl, the mat is easy to roll up and wipe clean. 
Suitable for inside and outside play.  Bean bags not included. Size: 1m x 1m. 
33-524   ea $28.90

Two Sided Target Face
Great for throwing games with bean bags. Both 
sides have a face configuration made from different 
shapes. Behind each shape is a catch net. Can be 
disassembled for easy storage. Comes with carry 
bag. Each face is 94cm x 71cm.
33-126  ea $59.90

Portable Passing Target 
Excellent for target toss games with bean bags or balls. Bulls-eye flap allows ball to pass through target. 
Easy to assemble. Frame is made from 40mm PVC pipe with heavy duty nylon connectors. Rubber bases 
are 2.5kg each. Vinyl target is 115cm x 115cm. Overall height of the set is 165cm. Includes a handy 
carry bag. 

44-012   ea $92.50

Handball Target
Lightweight, portable nylon target for 
passing practice. Features a 32cm diameter 
opening to suit most balls. Folds down into 
a handy carry bag. 
Size: 163cm(H) x 110cm(W) x 121cm(D). 
44-013  ea $119.00

Shape Mat
Heavy duty vinyl with numerals from 1 to 16 and shapes including squares, triangles, circles and 
hexagons. Great for developing numeral and shape recognition. Bean bags not included. 
Size: 1m x 1m. 
33-529   ea $21.50
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Sand Timers
These huge sand timers have great visual impact 
for any transition activities. For young children, 
a sand timer can help them grasp the concept 
of time and provide heaps of fun counting down. 
Made with hard, robust plastic they measure  
30cm high x 14cm wide.
Note: The actual time for the sand to run out can 
vary +/-10%.
1 Minute Timer
44-261 Red ea $29.90
3 Minute Timer
44-263 Yellow ea $29.90


